
Highlights Include
Experiencing one-on-one interaction with hill tribe communities, enjoying a cup of tea together while you

all share stories about your lives as your guide translates.

Visiting traditional villages left largely untouched for centuries, hidden in valleys of tea plantations and

behind hills of layered rice paddy.

Hiking to a remote Lahu Shi Village that rests precariously on the side of a mountain. Rarely visited by

foreign travelers, the village still has a resident Shaman or 'witch doctor'.

Choosing an itinerary that best suits your needs. There are easy, moderate and challenging treks on offer.

The Remote
Hill Tribes 
of Shan

A Unique Cultural
Experience

Kengtung
Shan State, Myanmar

 There are so many unique tribal
influences in this rarely visited area.
The  Shan, Eng, Akha, Lahu,  Loi,
Palaung and Wa ethnic groups all call
Kengtung home. Each with their own
beliefs, unique traditions and different
language. Many still living traditional
lives, as they have done for centuries.

4 & 5 DayItineraries



The Accommodation
Located at the edge of downtown and close to
restaurants, this older=style hotel has spacious
and clean rooms/suites with balconies and
attached bathrooms in a  large building with
ambling hallways. It's surrounded by expansive,
leafy grounds with a pool. There's a back up
generator to ensure 24 hour electricity supply
and included is a daily basic breakfast. 

The Experience
Culturally and environmentally sensitive 'Soft

Adventure' private tour for 1 or more people

Local Guide and transportation with driver

Standard accommodation with attached

bathroom and simple breakfasts included

Choose between easy, moderate and

challenging itineraries

Our Signature 
'Soft Adventure' Series
We’ve polished away the rough edges of
adventure holidaying!
Individually designed to suit a different pace
of travel, these private tailor-made itineraries
explore authentic and off-the-map places.  At
the end of each day there’s a comfy bed
waiting for you in one of our hand-picked
lodgings.
Soft Adventures can seamlessly link with
other premier Myanmar destinations to
complete your holiday experience.
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Destination Information
Travel Season Throughout
the year. Best times: Nov
thru Feb.
Weather Nov thru Feb:
Cold nights, moderate
days with occasional rain.
March thru May: Mild
nights, moderate to hot
days. June thru Oct:
Moderate rainy season
Access
Domestic Flight or land
access via Chiang Rai,
Thailand.
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